Quantitative DY-maleimide-based proteomic 2-DE-labeling strategies using human skin proteins.
Sensitive differential proteomic analysis is challenging and often limited by distinct labeling or tagging strategies. In this study, we have examined the sensitivity, linearity, and photophysical properties of novel protein labeling DY-maleimide dyes (DY-505-MAL, DY-555-MAL and DY-635-MAL). All MS compatible DY-maleimide dyes exhibited excellent emission spectra, high sensitivity, and high linearity, when applied to standard 1-DE protein analysis. Correspondingly, 2-DE analysis of DY-635-MAL or DY-505-MAL maximal-labeled human keratinocyte proteins displayed remarkably high sensitivity. Compared with a standard fluorescent protein stain, DY-635-MAL or DY-505-MAL 2-DE analysis demonstrated equally high spot quality with an overall increase in the number of spots detectable (up to threefold higher;>1000 spots/gel). However, as determined with a FLA-5100 imaging system, comparative MultiGauge, and Delta2D analysis, not all DY-maleimide dyes possessed DIGE compatible fluorescent emission properties. However, DY-505-MAL and DY-635-MAL were found to be suitable for more complex, time and gel intensive, focused multiplexing analyses. Notably - as demonstrated with allergen-stimulated human skin proteins - defined, singular DY-maleimide dye protein labeling (SDPL) allows high quality, time saving, simple, and reliable differential proteomic examination.